FC007 Tool Identification & Part Number Allocation

Tool #
already
assigned?

No
The 4 digit number assigned to
inserts should begin wherever
possible with a 6. Assign a
number beginning with an 8 to
"dummy" records where
necessary. All other tools and
bases should begin with a
number less than 6. Subject to
this find the next appropriate
unused ID number in the tools
closed screen in the PDMS and
stamp the tool/insert/base to
identify it.

Start
Yes

No
New Part
number for Yes
moulding
required?

Tool number
correctly
assigned?

No

Move the tool to the
quarantine area.
Record in log, raise
sheet and inform
toolroom.

No
Tool, insert or
base correctly
stamped?

The first of the 11 digits is determined by the following:

Assign 2nd, 3rd and 4th digits by determining the product
group the part should be allocated to and a review of the
groups already set up in the PDMS. New product groups may
be set up but care should be taken to avoid duplication and
maintain numbering integrity. The first digit of the product
group (the 2nd digit of the 11) is reserved as follows:
1 = Protection items or parts; 3 = Building Products; 4 =
Electrical; 5 = Packaging; 6 = Furniture products

Yes

No

Ensure tool, insert or
base correctly stamped
and identifiable.

Yes

Standard part
Free Issue Custom Moulding
Tool manufactured externally and custom part
Custom part tool made internally
Free Prototype
Tool manufactured externally and part made externally
Tool acquired via an acquisition
Orphaned tool

Printed
part?

Tools Closed
Review
Screen

Yes

Yes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PDMS

Add the 4 digit tool /insert identifing number to the 7 digits
already assigned to make the full 11 digit number used in the
product file in the PDMS to identify the part. The 11 digit
number must be unique. Use the 4 digit tool identifier to
identify / set up the tool record in the tools closed screen in
the PDMS

To ensure meaningful part numbers are allocated in a consistent and
sensible manner which aids and assists in the location, collation, analysis
and dissemination of information throughout and wherever that
information may be used.

PDMS

No
Allocate
New Part
Number

Objective

11 digit
number
unique?

To ensure that all parts, tools, inserts and bases have a unique number
allocated, properly, accurately and consistently.
Yes

To ensure the PDMS accurately holds the relevant part, tool, insert or
base number enabling all parts and tooling to be efficiently identified and
located.

Use digits 5,6 and 7 to
uniquely identify the
part within the group.
Use the numbers to
provide logical
grouping. If one of the
numbers is used to
denote colour, this
should be digit 7.

In the tools closed
screen mark the tool as
a base

Yes

All tools, inserts and bases are properly stamped and identified.
Is the tool a base. i.e.
is an insert either
required or an option
when it is used to

No

Review the PDMS to ascertain other parts already allocated to the
same product group and add the 5th and 6th digits to specify the
range within the group
Where parts are all part of a range allocate numbers so as to retain
integrity of range (i.e.assign smaller parts low numbers) and
increment according to relative place in the range of parts.

Is the tool an insert. i.e.
does it require another
tool to contain it when
run?

No

The 7th digit should differentiate between colours. Verify next
number to use by referring to the database. If no colour is added
during manufacture use zero. An exception to this rule is if the part
is made using a number of different compound materials in which
case other numbers will need to be used to differentiate one
colour form the next. Ensure, where necessary, digits 2 to 7
when taken together are unique.

First 7 digits result
in a unque number
or an acceptable
number ?

In the tools closed screen
mark the tool as an insert

PDMS
Tools Closed
Review
Screen

Can the tool be run
independantly
without a base or an
insert?

No

Yes

Yes

In the tools closed
screen mark the
tool as discrete

Using the drop down box on
the tool type tab in the tools
closed screen select the
base(s) the insert can be used
with. If the base cannot be
found restart this flowcart with
the base, then retry with the
insert

Yes
No
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